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Rand note: the rand moves back below R15.00/USD, with markets highly risk 
sensitive, although the rand could strengthen into November and December unless 
the Fed tapers earlier than expected 
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•   The rand currently averages R14.58/USD, R17.43/EUR and R20.18/GBP this year, last 
year R16.46/USD, R18.77/EUR and R21.09/GBP, and is likely to remain much stronger 
this year than last, not experiencing the same length and depth of risk off. 

•   While the reoccurrence of a looming US fiscal cliff has not helped the risk-off environment 
in global financial markets, it is particularly worsened by the marked rise in US treasury 
yields, with the ten year reaching 1.54% at the end of last month, in anticipation of 
tapering. 

•   The Institute of International Finance (which is the global association of the financial 
services industry) shows that South Africa saw substantial foreign sales of its debt over 
the past three months, totalling -US$3.6bn, or at an exchange rate of R15.00/USD by -
R54bn.    

•   The IIF further shows that foreigners sold -US$4.6bn, or at an exchange rate of 
R15.00/USD -R68bn worth of South African equities in the past three months (July to 
September), adding to the drag on the rand, which weakened from R13.40/USD in June, 
to above R15.00/USD.  

•   Foreigners have also been substantial sellers of Mexican portfolio assets, at -US$5.4bn 
in the months of July and August alone, while Taiwan has seen a -US$3.2bn sell off for 
those two months, and Malaysia is close to -US$1.0bn, but China had a US$14.5bn net 
inflow. 

•  As tapering is seen to approach, US treasury yields have elevated, and in particular 
markets have worried over a November taper, which has seen more movement in treasury 
yields recently, and has seen the rand weaken.  

•   .A December taper would only provide some brief respite to risk assets, with the rand often 
a key gauge of market sentiment. A full taper tantrum (severe negative impact on risk 
assets) is not expected when tapering begins, but tapering will place a drag on the 
domestic currency. 
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•  While the rand typically sees a stronger period in Q4 and Q1 each year, this will likely not 
be the case for Q4.21, although the domestic currency certainly is likely to be highly 
volatile and continue to see periods of marked strength and weakness indefinitely.  

•  That is, so long as the fundamentals of the currency do not deteriorate markedly (or 
conversely improve markedly), the rand will likely remain on a long-term depreciation 
trend, although cheeringly the chance of November credit rating downgrades has now 
reduced.  
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•   That is, a larger economy, more able to afford current debt and projected borrowings, and 
the downwards revisions of debt ratios also as a consequence of the upwards revision of 
the size of SA’s economy, will have relieved some downwards rating pressure.  

•   However, this year’s MTBPS (Medium-Term Budget Policy Statement) will be released on 
4th November and will be key for the credit rating agencies. A reduced borrowing trajectory 
(in rand terms) will be the best outcome for SA to avoid any credit rating downgrades. 

•   While revenues will have overshot the February Budget projections, there is likely to be 
increased expenditure pressure from the extension of the social distress relief grants, as 
well as well as from fiscal aid in the face of the high level of damage caused by the riots. 

• However, we continue to expect to see a marked reduction in the debt ratios to GDP 
projections compared to those made in February, and this adds to debt sustainability, as 
will the faster than previously expected GDP growth outcome for 2021.   

•   However, this does not mean there is likely to be substantial upwards revisions to the next 
few years of GDP growth projections from the rating agencies, with insufficient structural 
reform so far to engender these changes.   

•   The rating agencies will worry over SA’s insufficient economic growth trajectory compared 
to the population growth and high levels of poverty and unemployment, which have been 
severely exacerbated by the reset to the economy from lockdown restrictions. 

•   Looking forward , the rand forecast could be too strong for the expected case if risk-off 
persists into Q4.21 and Q1.22, which, while unusual from a seasonal perspective for the 
first and last quarters of a year, is not impossible either.     
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•  The US jobs market is expected to need to see further improvement however before QE 
tapering begins, and the month of October could prove particularly volatile on US data 
releases, with the November FOMC meeting on 2nd and 3rd November. 

•   Also in early November (on the 1st) is SA’s municipal elections, with political parties likely 
to ramp up campaigning this month. Global financial market developments will likely by 
and large impact the path of the domestic currency.  
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